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Economic Development and Regeneration
Department

Masterplan Guidance, Queens Gardens, Hull

July 2013
Location

City Centre, contained by Guildhall Road, Queens Dock
Avenue and Wilberforce Drive.
Site size
garden 300x86m – 25,800m2, Fountain site approx.
3847m2. Total=29647m2(2.96Ha)
Conservation Area setting of Old Town and Georgian New Town
Archaeology
in Archaeological area of interest
Listed buildings
setting of Wiberforce Monument, 79, Lowgate and
Guildhall
Local list
No
Brownfield
Yes
Public Transport
Transport interchange 15mins, George Street bus link
Parking
George Street MS
Land Use
any City Centre use or mixed uses– see policy CC2.
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Queens Gardens is subject to a masterplanning exercise undertaken by NPS on
behalf of the Riverside Committee and the City Neighbourhoods and Housing
Manager which has aspirations to promote events space activity on the site. See
appendix 2, 3 and 4. The the value of the site as an example of landscape design
by the prominent Architect Sir Frederick Gibberd seems to have been overlooked
and needs some in depth consideration. The following document is an appraisal of
the gardens in terms of its historic and architectural interest, urban design and the
issues and options that this presents.
Queens Gardens is surrounded by some substantial buildings which are balanced
by the space . The building typology is mostly post war apart from the south east
corner where there survives a block of Georgian and Victorian buildings fronting
Lowgate, a Georgian Bond Warehouse fronting Guildhall Road and the Unison
offices on the corner of Quay Street, all grade 2 listed buildings. Currently there is
only one site that is subject to redevelopment and that is Queens Gardens Police
Station which has the potential to contribute positively to the backdrop of Queens
Gardens and is subject to a briefing note prepared in 2011 for the site attached as
appendix 5.

History Queens Gardens is part of the former Queens Dock, the first dock in Hull
built between 1775 and 1778 to a design by Henry Berry of Liverpool and John
Grundy of Lincolnshire; Luke Holt acted as resident engineer, appointed on the civil
engineer John Smeaton's recommendation. The dock was called ‘The Dock’ until
the construction of further docks, whence it was called The Old Dock, it was officially
re-named the Queen's Dock in 1855.
The dock entrance survives as a dry dock on the River Hull just south of North
Bridge, and the dock itself built along the line of the North Walls as far as the
Beverley Gate. Some of the work proved inadequate, requiring reconstruction later.
The dock walls were of local brick, whilst mortar for its construction was rendered
waterproof through the use of pozzolana imported from Italy. At the entrance to the
dock on High Street a Dutch style double drawbridge, counterbalanced for ease of
use allowed people to cross the lock.
The dock was 1,703 ft (519 m) long, 254 ft (77 m) wide, and the lock 121 ft (37 m)
long and 38 ft (12 m) wide, with the depth of water being between 15 and 20 ft (4.6
and 6.1 m) depending on the tide.

1856 ordnance Survey of the original Queens Dock.
The dock closed in 1930 and was sold to Hull Corporation for £100,000,
subsequently it was infilled flush to the adjacent land and part converted to an
ornamental gardens known as Queen's Gardens. It was opened in 1935 and is still a
substantial formal green space adjacent to the city centre still retaining the definition
of the original old town walls along the south edge of the site.

1950’s base showing 1935 scheme
The Gardens beyond the fountain were remodelled after the Second World War by
Sir Frederick Gibberd who produced a wide variety of architectural and landscaping
projects, including Heathrow Airport, Liverpool Catholic Cathedral, Regent's Park
Central Mosque and the landscape design of the Kielder Reservoir. It was reopened
in May1961, Gibberd also designed the college opened 1962 , the 1968 College of
Commerce extension and the Art and Design College in 1974, these were the only
parts delivered of a coordinated plan that included a winter garden.

1961 Frederick Gibberd plan

The current gardens are in two parts the surviving 1935 fountain and pedestrianised
Queens Dock Avenue at the west end which works as a ‘circus’ setting for the Town
Docks Museum and other distinctive surrounding buildings where routes converge.
The fountain area is screened off from the large sunken part of the gardens
featuring Sir Frederick Gibberds Design that signify’s the central section of the Old
Queens Dock and the alignment of the mediaeval town walls on the south side.
The gardens make a special place within the City Centre as an amenity hub, events
space, with transient space, contemplative space, active space and leisure space
creating an important townscape setting distinctive to Hull with a strong sense of
place.
Queens gardens - issues
Access – this is a priority as the Gardens do not meet appropriate access criteria.
Queens Dock Avenue - The area around Queens Dock Avenue is a segregated
area at level with the surrounding streets and paved with an inclusive surface which
is recognised for the high standard of access.
The Lower Garden - The sunken part of the Gardens has a variety of ramps and
steps. The original Gibberd scheme has a steep ramp at each corner plus 5 flights
of steps on the south side, 2 flights of steps at the north east end and integral steps
at the east end fountain viewing point. All these are not compliant in terms of the
steepness of the ramps, adequate handrails and the tactile marking of their
presence.
At the Gosschalks solicitors building there is a more modern arrangement of steps
and longer shallower ramps dating from 1994 which is still not compliant with current
standards. The pattern of paths reflects the trapezoidal pattern of the ponds
providing indirect routes that divide the gardens into geometric segments.
It is important to bring access to this lower garden up to standard (BS 8300:2009 )to
enable inclusive routes across and along the Garden to and from access points on
all sides. Guildhall Road is the most deficient and has the most opportunity, it would
make sense to install a ramp in the vicinity of Quay Street which links through to the
Bus routes on Alfred Gelder Street and Land Of Green Ginger. It is adjacent to good
kerbside parking on Guildhall Road and roughly in alignment to the proposed axial
route across from Grimston Street. Parking is available on street at Guildhall Road,
Dock Street and Queens Dock Avenue and there is a small Car Park at the south
west corner off Guildhall Road. There is a good provision of ‘blue badge bays’ at
Guildhall Road, some repositioning in accordance with new routes and access
points would need to be assessed. Where practicable the other ramps need regrading to meet the standard. Ramps and access points need to be more legible.
In terms of health and safety some visually sympathetic(York Stone) but detectable
tactile warnings should be installed at the edge of the ponds.
West end – recently there was an initiative to create a substantial compliant access
to the lower gardens from Queens Dock Avenue centred on the 1935 Fountain. The
scheme was unacceptable to the Planning Committee and the funding diverted to
other schemes. A similar future initiative could improve access, open views and link
the two elements of Queens Gardens together with a strong structural statement.
Although this would be a severe intervention in the landscape at the west end of the
gardens there is no public art or important integral structure at that point. It would
result in the loss of trees which would be compensated by the opening of a vista to
the Town Docks Museum and Queen Victoria Square strengthening the connection.

Cycle Access – at the moment there is no advantage for cyclists to use the gardens
as a through route as access ramps are steep and there are no direct routes across
the gardens such as in the original 1935 scheme. However upgrading the ramps to
be compliant for disabled access and improving through routes would encourage
cycle access which could introduce an element of conflict.
Legibility and Views – leading on from access issues clear views into and across
the site inform the viewer of routes and attractions to navigate the surroundings. As
a large open space views and vistas in, out and within the gardens are a
fundamental quality of the gardens. They are incidental and add interest sometimes
panoramic and sometimes as framed vistas.
Trees - The gardens are now mature and feature large trees that soften the built
edges and frame vistas through which the surrounding buildings are glimpsed. The
mature trees are a wonderful asset and give the gardens a parkland quality. There is
a formal central east-west avenue of Poplars which feature on the original Gibberd
Plan then there is under planting with smaller flowering Cherry trees and arbitrary
trees of different sorts around the lower garden including Willow, Pine, and Silver
Birch. The under planting and arbitrary trees are in addition to the original layout and
do interfere with the original site lines. Whether that is considered an issue or
whether it is considered to add value and richness to an otherwise rigid and stark
layout should be assessed.
There is potential to formalise views and expose more landmarks such as the
College and Wilberforce Monument, the Guildhall Tower and Boudicca Statue, The
Town Docks Museum and City Hall cupolas, the 78, Lowgate turret and the south
west corner of the police station site. This would involve the selective removal of
trees and possible tree surgery to create or open the views up – would the benefits
outweigh the loss of the gardens arboreal fabric?
Additional trees would be likely to increase the screening effect and conflict with the
original layout.
Tree Preservation Order(TPO) – there are no TPOs in Queens Gardens nor is
Queens Gardens in a Conservation Area so there is no statutory protection for the
trees, However they are in the setting of listed buildings and two conservation areas
which applies to Local Plan Policies BE21 and 28.
Replacement trees – like for like is the safest route particularly in the case of the
poplars which were original to the Gibberd layout, however new species could add
variety, biodiversity and visual interest.
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Facilities Queens Dock Avenue has the 1935 fountain which is surrounded by raised walls
and flower beds where people can informally perch. These are separated by a radial
pattern of paths surfaced in ‘crazy’ paving which has a domestic charm fashionable
in the 20th century. The fountain was originally surrounded by a circular road
Queen’s Dock Avenue where it connected with the east end of the gardens which
were originally level with the road. Frederick Gibberds scheme sunk the gardens to
express the original void of the dock, requiring ramps and steps to be installed
mostly segregating Queens Dock Avenue. The Avenue was part paved along the
east side in the 1980s creating a wide boulevard where the east boundary has a
feature wall with popular recessed seating.
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Within the Lower gardens there are Ponds, sunken gardens and seating areas, a
variety of seats, a café and commemorative stage, a central paved square, a recent
band stand, high quality public art and artifacts and a distinctive drinking fountain.
Ponds - these are original trapezoidal Frederick Gibberd features with fountains and
reedbeds. They have unguarded edges level with the paving which currently do not
have warning tactile markers.

East end pond
west end pond
Sunken gardens and seating areas– There are two surviving one at each end of the
Gardens the central one being replaced by a paved square. These surviving sunken
gardens are screened from the main gardens, are regularly used and are integral to
the Gibberd design. There is a compelling case for retaining them to preserve the
facility and the integrity of the garden design. They are on the central axis and do
not really inhibit everyday pedestrian flows, they could inhibit flows of occasional
event crowds. The East Garden is called a peace garden and features a statue by
Jimmy Boyle and some informal memorial plaques and stone s which could be a
sensitive issue should they need moving.

West end sunken garden

East end peace garden

Seats – There is a variety of seats some are integral to the design and recessed into
or attached to the walling at the edge of the garden while others are free standing
but sympathetic or stylish later additions to the area.

Recessed

attached

new addition

The wooden seats are preferred by the access group as being comfortable in terms
of temperature not getting too hot or cold, this probably applies to all users as well.

Maintenance is an issue but wooden seats can be repaired which is a sustainable
consideration.
Café and commemorative stage central paved square and band stand – the centre
of the gardens has an area of facilities which were not part of the original Gibberd
Plan.
There is a single storey Café on the north side at the end of Grimston Street which
faces onto the garden. The building is utilitarian and does not add value to the
architectural elements. It also obstructs views into the gardens from Queens Dock
Avenue and Grimston Street. There is a stage attached to the café which has been
used for concerts, events and summer musical entertainment. At the centre of the
garden opposite the café is a square replacing one of the sunken gardens and
providing a versatile all weather surface with seating and the capacity to stage
events and their accessories. Recently a Band Stand to stage concerts by the
Humberside Police band has been installed at the south west corner of the Gardens
as a requirement of the then Lord Mayor in 2011.

Café, stage and square

Bandstand

High quality public art, artifacts and a distinctive drinking fountain – Sir Frederick
Gibberd and a representative of the Arts Council was on the panel which selected
Public Artists Robert Adams(whose relief is at the east end pond fountain) and local
art tutor Kenneth Carter (whose 5 panels are on the north side at the steps opposite
the former police station and Gosschalks). See appendix 1
Ms Pegrum(the keeper of Gibberds collection) has come across an entry in his
diaries for 1962 with a clipping from the Architects Review of July 1962 which
describes the work by Robert Adams in detail and clearly links it to Hull Technical
College with the description 'College in a City Garden'.
‘Mankind under threat’ Statue by Jimmy Boyle located in the Peace Garden at the
east end of Queens Gardens. See appendix 1
There is a Plaque to Robinson Crusoe commemorating the links to Hull where
Thomas Selkirk sailed from. See appendix 1
Artifacts – there is a stretch of the lower original dock wall where granite mooring
bollards from the original dock are featured. See appendix 1
Drinking Fountain – there is a bespoke 1960’s drinking fountain assumed as
commissioned as part of the original scheme. See appendix 1

Paving – the paving is distinctive to its
time and is in a pattern of different sized
units of natural stone laid in an irregular
pattern within narrow strips of darker
material possibly slate or granite. The
condition of some of the pavers is poor
and some inappropriate patching with
tarmac is evident. New paving has been
introduced at the square and elsewhere
using concrete Flags. These do contrast
with the stone in terms of quality and
character. The evidence of the
maintenance shows a lack of aptitude and
indifference to the original scheme.

Stone pattern, damage and patching

Street Furniture – There are surviving examples of street furniture in the seating ,
lamp posts and lamp heads but there has been a period of indifference and neglect
regarding maintenance with the loss of much of the original fabric particularly the
recessed seats, lamp heads and lampposts.
Policy
Joint structure plan for Kingston upon Hull and the East Riding policy –
SP1,SP2, ENV1,ENV 6, ENV7
Hull Local plan policy relevant to this site - City Centre-BE1, BE6, BE10, CC3,
CC8, CC9, CC11, NE18, NE21.
SPG NOTES 6, 10
Issues and Options
It must be decided what is of value on the site –
Is the Frederick Gibberd scheme as it was delivered and has since been altered and
maintained something of value in terms of 20th century design?
Some elements are a priority for retention and in terms of context should remain on
site these are:
The Public Art –

the 5 Kenneth Carter reliefs which could relocate;
The Robert Adams Relief which is fixed and dependent on the
pond setting.
The Robinson Crusoe plaque which is in the wrong location as
Thomas Selkirks voyage and the novel both pre-date the
construction of Queens Dock and would be more appropriately
referenced in the Old Harbour between Drypool Bridge and
Myton Bridge.
The drinking fountain is a clearly distinctive and bespoke early
1960’s design which at present is not attributed to a designer
apart from Gibberd, it needs evaluating but the presumption
should be in favour of retention but it could move within the site.

Heritage -

The Granite Bollards are able to be moved and installed in
another location preferably on the alignment of the dock wall but
with a convincing replication which reflects the original dock wall,

coping and dockside surface.
Garden features-

The ponds, walls, sunken gardens, Lamps, seats, paved
surfaces etc. are all parts that make up the sum of the design.
Some of these features such as the ponds and sunken gardens
are fixed – what is their value in terms of the trapezoidal
character, amenity, atmosphere and reflective qualities?
Street furniture – some like the seats could be repaired and
replaced reinvigorating the character, some such as the lamp
heads and concrete lamp posts are difficult to reinstate but
replication is possible to retain the essence of the place,
surviving examples could be retained and rationalised into
locations where they can interact with the fabric to support the
accurate preservation of the design. Surfaces mostly being in
natural stone are easy to replace, retaining the fabric but also
the patterns of paving.

Planting

The Poplar trees along the central avenue are integral to the
design. The condition is probably the most important
determining factor. Hedges and planting long the periphery and
sunken gardens are also integral to the concept. Arbitrary trees
need to establish their provenance, are they arbitrarily planted or
is there a reason for their existence? eg a commemorative
planting by a dignitary.

Structure

The walls are reasonably stable and integral to the design,
pointing and consolidation is feasible.

Improvements –

what is needed to improve the gardens as fit for purpose at the
current time?

Access-

The ramps, steps, street furniture and surfaces should all
comply with BS 8300:2009 to bring the site up to a standard to
be an inclusive modern facility for all users. This will require
structural intervention at key access points particularly with
regard to compliant ramps. Steps may only need hand rails. All
these access fixtures and all obstacles such as ponds and
sunken gardens will need appropriate tactile marking.

Routes-

are directly linked to access but need evaluating according to
what exists and what could add value with regard to access
points and clear legible routes through the gardens.
The main east west avenue is clearly a main axis for the
gardens conveying users and linking the facilities. Some areas
are uneven due to the action of tree routes.
Reinstatement of a more defined north south axial route would
reinstate the 1930’s grid.

Servicing

Access for routine maintenance vehicles and also for delivering
events equipment and supplies needs to be facilitated in the

geometry of the routes and also the strength of the surfaces.
The aptitude of the service teams needs to be appropriate to
maintaining a high standard.
Events space

Successful events in recent years have identified the gardens as
a prime venue to host them and the layout needs adjusting to
optimise the capacity of the gardens for its future role in staging
events. Maybe permanent stage facilities are not necessary but
a site that addresses an adequate audience space and has easy
access facilitated and the required resources can be installed for
temporary stages etc.

Toilets

There is the issue of public conveniences which can service the
everyday requirements but also might have adjacent space that
can accommodate portable facilities for crowd events.

Café

The café is utilitarian and is in the way of a potential north south
axial route and views into the gardens from Grimston Street. A
lighter, stylish pavilion/pod type building could add a focus to
the gardens and add great value to the amenity and quality of
the area. It should have the capacity for everyday demand which
could increase on the existing building but also be able to serve
external events crowds. In terms of scale it could go up to two
storeys and have a light airy ‘wintergarden’ feel and/or could
support an elevated terrace/ mezzanine.

Queens Dock
Avenue and
Fountain

This is a very popular feature and gives the space a focus with
animation from the changing displays in the flower beds. The
pedestrianised section of Queens Dock Avenue is a successful
space in terms of a seating area and as a conduit for pedestrian
movement. Access through to the lower gardens and a vista to
the cupolas of Queen Victoria Square would enhance the space
and strongly support the east west axis through the gardens.

.

Routes and access points

Conclusion
50 years of wear and tear have taken their toll of the fabric of the Gardens. The
regulations, demands and aspirations for the space have changed. It is not currently
fit for purpose and requires refurbishment and enhancement to meet the current
demands.
Maturity, interventions and additions have altered the character and contributed
functional elements which are welcome facilities but they detract from the overall
design quality, beneath it all the integrity of the original Gibberd scheme survives.
There is scope to adapt the gardens to the current demands and bring the existing
facilities up to standard by replacement , refurbishment and adding facilities. There
is a narrative embedded in the place reaching back to the mediaeval city. Large
interventions have defined the place from defensive structures such as the town wall
and moat, the creation of the dock and expanding trade, marine technology and
practices rendering the dock redundant, municipal innovation creating a public
gardens, post war regeneration delivering a high quality modenist landscape style
and defining a civic space by a celebrated Architect. The archaeology, the
surrounding space, the fountain and the garden are all embedded in the site and
document its development.
A value needs putting on what is there and whether or how it can inform the form of
the garden and its future role in the City Centre as an amenity asset and a site that
is custodian to the history and public art embedded in it.

Appendix 1.
Public Art background to artists.
Queens Gardens
Robinson Crusoe
plaque

3 x Kenneth Carter
reliefs

1950’s Drinking
fountain

2 x Kenneth Carter
reliefs

William Mitchell
relief
Robert Adams relief
Peace garden and
Jimmy Boyle Statue

Styling
Queens Gardens although an infilled 18th Century Dock is strongly styled from its
refurbishment in the 1950s by Frederick Gibberd who had a vision for the site and
also designed the college and art college(Sir Frederick Gibberd produced a wide
variety of architectural and landscaping projects, including Heathrow Airport,
Liverpool Catholic Cathedral, Regent's Park Central Mosque and the landscape
design of the Kielder Reservoir.)
Public art
‘Gibberd was on the panel which selected Robert Adams(whose relief is at the east
end at the pond) and local art tutor Kenneth Carter (5 out of 6 of the original panels
are on the north side at the former police station and Gosschalks. The 6th panel was
removed and put in storage by Leisure Services in 1994 through the construction of
the ramps opposite Gosschalks.) as was a representative of the Arts Council.
Ms Pegrum(the keeper of Gibberds collection) has come across an entry in his
diaries for 1962 with a clipping from the Architects Review of July 1962 which
describes the work by Robert Adams in detail and clearly links it to Hull Technical
College with the description 'College in a City Garden'. I obviously haven't seen the
article myself, but it would seem to imply that the college and gardens were
considered as a whole environment.’ (Paul Holloway)

Mankind under Threat Statue by Jimmy Boyle located in the Peace Garden at the
east end of Queens Gardens.
Heritage
18thC Stone Bollards – these are original stone bollards from Queens Dock resited
on a surviving section of the dock walls in front of Huckleberry’s café.
On the north side of the Gardens a plaque erected in 1973 to commemorate
Robinson Crusoe, Daniel Dofoe’s famous fictional character based on the Scottish
sailor Thomas Selkirk, who sailed from Hull in 1651 on the voyage that ended with
him castaway on a desert island for over 28 years. The problem is that Queens
Dock was not built for another 125years. This might be more appropriate on the Old
River Hull harbour eg at the Scale Lane Staith Bridge site.
The Peace Garden, at the eastern end of the park, was instituted by Hull City
Council for the UN's International Year of Peace in 1986. It features the Jimmy
Boyle Sculpture but in recent years private plaques and a couple of engraved stone
memorials to deceased people have appeared in the garden ( the City Council may
need to consider whether this is appropriate).
Robert Adams
He left school at 14 and did manual work, some in the engineering industry[2] which
may have proved useful in his later artistic creations.From 1937-1946 he attended
evening classes part-time in life drawing and painting at the Northampton School of
Art.From 1949-60 he taught at the Central School of Art and Design and between
1950-80 he was one of Britain's foremost abstract sculptors.Some of his works are
in the Tate Britain collection and the modern art in New York, Rome, and Turin, the
São Paulo Museum of Modern Art and several other locations worldwide but he is
virtually unknown in his home town. Apocalyptic Figure[3] was commissioned by the
Arts Council England for the Festival of Britain in 1951. Some of his large-scale
sculptures can be seen at The Custom House, London, Heathrow Airport, and Shell
Mex House, London.
Kenneth Carter
Ken's art career began as an inspiring teacher, first at his alma mater, Hull College
of Art, and later as principal lecturer at Exeter College of Art. Before he moved to the
south-west, his commissions included six carved stone panels in Hull Civic Centre's
gardens. He gave up teaching in 1970 to concentrate on the Testament Sculptures
installed in 1974 in the chapter house of Exeter Cathedral. The theme was creation
and nativity. The 15 depictions reinterpret familar Old and New Testament stories.
Jimmy Boyle
Scottish sculptor, novelist and convicted criminal. In 1967 he was sentenced to life
imprisonment for the murder of another gangland figure, William "Babs" Rooney.
During his incarceration in the special unit of Barlinnie Prison, he turned to art and
wrote an autobiography, A Sense of Freedom (1977), which has since been filmed
and starred David Hayman as Jimmy.On his release from prison he moved to
Edinburgh to continue his artistic career. He designed the largest concrete sculpture
in Europe called "Gulliver" for The Craigmillar Festival Society in 1976.

William George Mitchell
Sculptor produced relief on Hull College collaborated with Sir Frederick Gibberd.
Born in London in 1925, trained at the Southern College of Art, Portsmouth, and at
the Royal College of Art where he won a scholarship which enabled him to study at
the British School in Rome. He established the William Mitchell Design Consultants
Group, and produced abstract sculptures in concrete, wood, plastics, marble and
brick.
Among his other public sculptures are the abstract relief decoration of the porch and
belfry of the Metropolitan Cathedral of Christ the King Liverpool, and wall reliefs for
Watergardens in Harlow New Town, 1963.
Photos
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Appendix 2
Report to the Riverside Area Committee
9th January 2013

Wards Myton

Development of a Master Plan for Queens Gardens
Report of the City Neighbourhoods and Housing Manager
1.

Purpose of the Report and Summary

1.1

To advise the committee of the ‘Queens Gardens Refurbishment’ capital
bid developed by the City Economic Development and Regeneration
Manager, and

1.2

to seek endorsement of the themes that will guide the development of a
master plan for Queens Gardens.

2.

Recommendations

2.1

That the Riverside Area Committee supports the progression of the
Queens Gardens Refurbishment capital bid

2.2

That a master plan be developed for Queens Garden built around the
themes summarised in paragraph 5 of the report.

This is a non-key decision.

3.

Background

3.1

Queens Gardens were originally created from an in-filled Georgian
dock (Queen's Dock - opened in 1778 and closed in 1930), first laid
out in the 1930s and later remodelled in the 1950s to designs by
the English architect, planner and landscape designer Frederick
Gibberd who also designed the Hull College building.

3.2

From their inception, the Gardens have been characterised by
clean simple lines, forms and spaces. Key features of the Gardens
include a central broken avenue, trapezium shaped lawns and
ponds with central fountains and uninterrupted long views from
east to west, terminated by the domes of the Hull Maritime
Museum at the west end and the Wilberforce Monument & Hull
College at the east end.

3.3

This design ethos is complemented by English modernist sculpture
around the Gardens, such as the untitled concrete mural by Robert
Adams (one of the few examples of the artist's work in Britain)
overlooking the east end pond. The mural was part of a 1950s
commission that also included six carved Portland stone abstract
panels (five of which survive) by Kenneth Carter, then a lecturer at
Hull College of Art.

3.4

Queens Gardens are within the setting of the Old Town
conservation area and several listed buildings (all designated
heritage assets), which include the grade II* (star) listed Hull
Maritime Museum and The Guildhall. The Hull Local Plan lists
Queen's Gardens (371) as existing urban greenspace to be
retained.

3.5

The Myton Ward members have tasked the Area Director
(Riverside, West & Wyke) to co-ordinate proposals to regenerate
the Gardens. To drive this forward, a Working Group has been
established with representation from various Council service areas
including the Area Team, Events, Regeneration, Planning and
Parks & Open Spaces.

3.6

In July 2012, Cabinet Working Group considered a ‘Queens
Gardens Refurbishment’ capital bid for £5.2 million. The bid is part
of a wider bid relating to the Queens Gardens Police building and
adjacent property assets belonging to the Council.

4.
4.1

Current Condition of the Gardens including Street Furniture and Infrastructure
A structural survey of the Gardens has been completed. No major
issues were identified requiring immediate remedial works,
however, further investigatory works are to be undertaken on the
edging slabs around the water areas to ensure sufficient under
pinning of the slabs.

4.2

In terms of the general appearance of the Gardens, path areas are
starting to degenerate, with pavers being broken by vehicles
accessing all areas of the Gardens, past repairs have been carried
out using differing materials causing a patch-work effect.

4.3

Street lights have been painted up to head height, currently it is not
known the number of lights which are operating and light covers in
need of either cleaning or replacing. One light on the rose bowl
area has been removed as this was damaged.

4.4

There are three different styles of seating in the Gardens - blue
metal, concrete and the original bench style along the boundary
walls. All are in need of cleaning and repainting/staining.

4.5

Landscape borders are in need of re-designing and planting as the
majority of the existing shrubs do not have a natural shape or do
not flower. Most of the borders now have good tree cover which
has resulted in many of the shrubs being unable to grow in the
shaded conditions.

4.6

The tree population in the Gardens is generally healthy. The main
concern highlighted in the Tree Survey Report for the site is the
root disturbance of the footways particularly by the cherry species
in the central walkway causing tripping hazards on the grass and
paved areas. On the perimeters, poor pruning of smaller conifer
species has led to irregular and unnatural growth. The report
recommends these specimens are best removed and replaced with
more appropriate species.

5.

Progression of a Master Plan

5.1

NPS Humber were commissioned to consider refurbishment
options for the Gardens which took account three main roles for the
Gardens, namely an event space, an area for informal sports and a
formal City Centre garden where residents and visitors to the City
could relax.

5.2

As part of these discussions, six principles were proposed to
progress a master plan for the site:
(i)
(ii)

Create a clear central avenue with removal of sunken gardens
Open up west end – new entrance – new vista along central
axis
(iii) Clear central avenue of trees complemented by the
development of a strong planting strategy for edges of the
Gardens
(iv) Possible closure of Wilberforce Drive – link Gardens to college
forecourt – natural extension

Circulation – clear strategy to solve issues – existing paths
conflict with desire lines
(vi) Lighting – opportunity to create safe and visually stunning
nightscape via lighting scheme
(v)

5.3

In considering the six principles, initial proposals for Queens
Gardens are attached at appendix 1. The key features include:
(i)

Creation of a clear avenue through the centre of the Gardens
that introduces a new entrance to the Gardens from the rose
bowl pedestrian area, although maintaining a significant level
of trees and shrubs at the western end to create a natural
separation between the Gardens and the Rose Bowl;
(ii) Re-introduction of a pedestrian route across the Gardens from
Guildhall Road to Queens Dock Avenue;
(iii) Infilling of the water area at Wilberforce Drive, designating the
area as a main stage for events with access to mains
services. Vehicular access to the site would be improved to
support the promotion of staged events;
(iv) Proposed development of sports provision to the front of the
Hull College building supported by a proposal to close
Wilberforce Drive to vehicular movements subject to
consultation with the College. This would complement
informal sports activity on the grassed areas in front of the
proposed stage area, and
(v) Relocation of the Peace Garden to within the Museums
Quarter.
5.4

In progressing a master plan for the Gardens, a number of potential
short-term actions have been identified, some of which could be
funded from Sc.106 commitments, namely:
(i)

Complete a lighting survey of the Gardens, exploring potential
light fittings to improve illumination levels
(ii) Refurbish all current street furniture within the Gardens
(seating, litter bins etc), identifying a preferred style
(iii) Removal of the Cherry Trees along the central walkway,
repairing root damage to paved and grassed surfaces
(iv) Re-design landscape borders to introduce new plant species
that enhance and complement planting schemes
(v) Refurbish the water features at the Rose Bowl end of the
Gardens
6.
6.1

Options and Risk Assessment
Due to pressures on the Council’s capital allocation, funds may not
be prioritised to regenerate the site. Without capital investment,
this valuable City Centre asset is under utilised as an events space
due to limited access arrangements, the presence of water features
and the current layout of the site. In addition, the maintenance

issues identified in paragraph 4 lower the visual appearance of the
asset to residents and visitors.
6.2

7.
7.1

In progressing to a full master plan of the site, more substantial
structural issues may be identified, particularly if works interfere
with the original Queens Dock walls/structure. Project proposals
would need to be reviewed in order to keep costs within budget.
Consultation
Consultation has taken place with internal Council service areas
about how they currently use the open space and how this could be
developed for the benefit of residents and visitors. To progress to
a full master plan, wide consultation will be undertaken to inform
the City’s vision for the site that complements the regeneration of
adjacent assets.

Appendix 3
Riverside committee minutes 9th January 2013J. Price,
Area Director (Riverside, West and Wyke) presented a report to update Members on
the Queens Gardens Refurbishment capital bid, developed by the City Economic
Development and Regeneration Manager, to outline action to date and to seek
endorsement of the themes that would guide the development of a master plan for
the long term regeneration of the Gardens.
Members were updated on: (i) the history of the development of Queens
Gardens and that a working group had been established to co-ordinate proposals to
regenerate the Gardens; (ii) the current condition of the Gardens including street
furniture and infrastructure; (iii) progression of the master plan and that NPS
Humber had been commissioned to consider refurbishment options for the Gardens
which took into account three main roles for the Gardens, namely an event space,
an area for informal sports and a formal City Centre garden; (iv) the initial proposals
which include: creation of a clear avenue through the Gardens, re-introduction of a
pedestrian route across the Gardens, infilling of the water area at Wilberforce Drive,
proposed development of sports provision and relocation of the Peace Garden, and
(v) short term actions identified, some of which could be funded from section 106
commitments.
Members stated: (i) the proposals would require a significant capital bid in order to
proceed, were something the Council could not fund on its own and the report was
intended to kick start the project; (ii) the Gardens were the only significant town
centre open space and regeneration could help attract tourists and visitors; (iii) it
may provide an opportunity to pilot LED lighting which would fit with the Council's
green agenda and provide a showcase for the future; (iv) the proposals made no
mention of the bandstand and noted the intention was that it would remain in it
current location; (v) that consideration be given to the re-location of the cafe and
improving the current offer, and (vi) that the re-location of the Peace Garden needed
to be handled in a sensitive manner.

Appendix 4 NPS Masterplan Analysis and Proposals extract

Appendix 5 Queens Gardens Police station Briefing note.
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